Arts & Crafts

NAR 36
Painting with Pastels $110
Tue 7-9pm
April 28-June 16
Use techniques to blend colors on paper instead of a palette. Learn how to choose and mix your colors and the importance of tonal value and contrast. Overlaying and mixing colors create distinctive paintings. **Supply list will be provided before class.**

NAR 46
Design I $110
Sat 12-2pm
April 25-June 20
Learn the principles of 2D design and their application. You will study line, value, composition, color, shape, texture and the vocabulary of design.

Materials required: Sketchbook and sharpies.

NAR 81
Watercolor: Beginner $110
Sat 9:55-11:55am
April 25-June 20
Working from photographs and still-life arrangements learn composition, texture, tonal values, washes, compound colors and other painting techniques.

A materials list will be made available at the first session.

NHB 69
Crochet: Beginner $110
Thur 6:30-8:30pm
April 30-June 18
This course, led by a professional designer will teach you basic crochet stitches, how to read patterns, hooks and gauge. You will be able to begin a project of your choice.

Materials fee: $12

NHB 71
Scrapbooking $110
Mon 6:30-8:30pm
April 27-June 22
Learn the techniques and purpose of creating a scrapbook. Compile your memories, photos, and memorabilia into a scrapbook. Decorate your photos and preserve the stories behind them so you can share them with friends and family.

NHB 81
Advanced Jewelry Making $110
Thur 7-9pm
April 30-June 18
You will learn to use wire construction to form the unique styles seen in all of the fashion magazines. The second part of the class will teach you hand beading to create one of a kind earrings, necklaces, and bracelets using beads.

Materials fee: $25

NAR 84
Comic Book Artistry $110
Wed 7-9pm
April 29-June 17
Learn to draw the most famous Superheroes in pop culture as well as creating your own stylized action heroes, Avatars, or mutant beasts.